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On the Macroeconomics of

ARLY LAST YEAR, a survey of the 50 Blue
Chip forecasters indicated that the most impor-
tant factor influencing the outlook for near-term
economic growth in the United States was the
debt burden carried by governments, households
and businesses.’ Debt and borrowing are com-
mon features of economic life, yet not everyone
agrees on their role in the economy because
borrowing can be viewed either positively or
negatively. It is considered prudent to borrow
to take advantage of an investment opportunity,
but it is considered unwise to borrow simply so
that you can consume beyond your means. Con-
sequently, concerns about debt can arise when
credit is not available, as well as when it is too
readily available. In this sense, debt is a lot like
money; it can cause problems when it grows
too slowly, as well as when it grow’s too rapidly.

The current concern in the United States,
however, is that the volume of debt has built
up so much that it is a drag on spending, there-
by dampening the economic recovery.’ Such a
concern applies to all economic units, both pri-
vate and public. But to limit the discussion here,
the focus is private debt—that is, the accumula-
tion of past and present borrowing by house-

holds and private (nonfinancial) business.’ During
the recent recession, the term balance sheet re-
structuring has been used to describe the process
of businesses and households adjusting their as-
sets and liabilities along with their spending and
saving in an effort to lighten debt loads.

The focus of this article is the role of private
nonfinancial debt in the economy. Some per-
spective will be provided on debt’s growth, mag-
nitude and composition, along with some explana-
tions of why these trends have occurred and
additional consideration of their economic effects.
The question of when and why debt becomes a
burden is also addressed.

DEBT TRENDS IN PERSPECTIVE

Figure 1 illustrates the basis for recent con-
cern about the burden of debt as it relates to
the private nonfinancial sector. In figure 1 the
major categories of private debt are expressed
relative to gross domestic product (GUP). Debt is
defined as credit market debt (at par value)
owed by households and domestic nonfinancial
businesses as presented in the Feder-al Reserve

flow of funds.~

1See Blue Chip Economic Indicators (1992). For extensive
documentation relating to the concerns of the U.S. news
media with the size of the debt, both public and private,
see McKenzie and Klein (1992).

‘This was the theme of Chairman Greenspan’s testimony
before Congress on February 19, 1992. For a discussion of
similar concerns in other industrial countries, see Interna-
tional Monetary Fund (1992).
‘More specifically, the discussion is restricted to the private
domestic nonfinancial sector, thereby disregarding the bor-

rowing by governments, financial institutions and foreigners
in U.S. credit markets.

4The main source of flow-of-funds data is the Federal
Reserve’s Z.1 release. These releases are published quart-
erly and contain information on flows and outstanding debt.
There is also summary information published in the Federal
Reserve Bulletin. The household sector in the flow of funds
also includes personal trusts and nonprofit organizations.

Private Debt
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Figure 1

Private Nonfinancial Debt as a Percent of Gross Domestic Product
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The amount of private nonfinancial debt in
the economy, the top line in figure 1, rose from
101 percent of GDP in 1981 to 132 percent in
1990 before declining in 1991. Debt of both
sectors—households and businesses—rose sub-
stantially during the 1980s, although the patterns
of growth were different. Of the 31-percentage-
point increase in this debt/GIIJP ratio from 1981
to 1990, the household sector accounted for 18
percentage points.

THE ECONOMIC ROLE OF DEBT

Being in debt is so common that the average
person gives little thought to the role of debt in
the functioning of a free-market economy. Rea-
sons for hot-rowing vary gi-eatly among econom~
ic units, but the way these diverse borrowers
interact with lenders and exchange funds is
what interests economists. Financial markets en-
compass all types of transactions involving flows
of funds between borrowers and lenders or ex-
changes of existing debt.

Functions of Debt

Specific reasons to borrow, that is, to incur
debt, are easy to enumerate. An individual, for
example, might not be willing to wait to con-
sume a certain product but rather is willing to
sacrifice some future consumption to boost
present consumption. Future consumption is
sacrificed as the borrower makes interest pay-
ments out of future income to a lender for the
use of borrowed funds. Consumers borrow or
lend to smooth consumption over time. The
purpose of this smoothing, in turn, is to max-
imize utility (or satisfaction) over the individual’s
lifetime.

Businesses borrow in an effort to maximize
long-run profit. Businesses riced to borrow
short term for operational purposes, for exam-
ple, to accumulate inventory to sell at a profit
over time. They borrow long term to purchase
capital assets that add to the productivity of the
business and enhance profit over a long horizon.
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To the extent that debt increases consumer
satisfaction over time, it is clear that debt is
beneficial. The benefits of exchanging funds are
similar to those that occur when individuals ex-
change goods and services, permitting speciali-
zation of labor and increasing the output for
society as a whole. In the case of borrowing
and lending funds, the payoff can be an en-
larged stock of capital goods, which allows for
increased production and therefore increased
consumption in the future. Financial markets
bring those with surplus funds together with
deficit units, thereby enabling the ultimate user
to direct these funds to the accumulation of
capital.

The Market for Debt

Economists refer to the market for debt as
the market for loanable funds. The interaction
of the suppliers and demanders of funds deter-
mines the quantity of debt and its price, more
commonly known as the interest rate. In reality,
of course, the market is much more complex,
involving many kinds of debt and many interest
rates.

Debt markets can be classified in many ways.
Most commonly these markets are classified by
borrower—that is, demanders of funds, such as
households, businesses and governments. A sec-
ond way to look at debt markets is to group
them by type of transaction, such as corporate
bonds, bank loans, consumer credit and mort-
gage debt. Finally, it is helpful to know who the
lenders are. In other words, where do the funds
come from? The lender classification provides
information about whether the transfer of funds
is direct or indirect. In the early stages of a
country’s development, most transfers are
direct—the lender and the borrower are making
the exchange without any intermediary.’ As a
country develops, intermediaries tend to evolve
because they bring lenders and borrowers
together at a lower cost than if the transactions
were conducted directly.

Table 1 summarizes the U.S. credit market in
terms of transactions, borrowers and lenders.
The government, financial and foreign sectors
are included in the table to illustrate the rela-
tive size of the domestic, private nonfinancial
sector. Of total credit market debt outstanding
at the end of 1991, households owed 27.8 per-
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cent and domestic nonfinancial businesses owed
25.4 percent. At the same time, households
owned 12 percent of the credit market debt out-
standing and domestic nonfinancial businesses
owned 1.5 percent.

The dominant role of private financial institu-
tions in the U.S. credit market is evidenced by
the fact that they make 50 percent or more of
the loans in each market except tax-exempt obli-
gations. Private financial institutions own 61.9
percent of total credit market debt, whereas
government-related financial institutions, for ex-
ample, sponsored agencies, mortgage pools and
the monetary authotity, own 12.9 percent of
the total.

For further discussion of the U.S. market for
loanable funds, see the shaded insert on p. 58.

SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT
PRIVATE DEBT

The importance and significance of the growth
and magnitude of private debt during the 1980s
is a matter of dispute. Most of the concern
about private debt seems to be among journal-
ists, whereas the number of economists express-
ing concern is quite small.° The reasons for this
discrepancy will be examined by trying to an-
swer several questions. Discussion of these
questions will not provide definitive answers,
but hopefully they will shed light on whether
there should be cause for concern about the
buildup of private debt.

Question 1: Why Did Debt Ratios
Rise Rapidly in the 1980s?

Figure 1 gave a summary picture of the
growth of private debt as a percent of GDP,
particularly in the 1980s. Most economists agree,
however, that the ratio of debt to tangible as-
sets is a more meaningful measure of solvency,
or the ability to pay off a loan. The ratio of
debt to GDP ignores the asset side of the
balance sheet. Changes in the debt/asset ratio
provide an indication of whether the net worth
of an economic unit is increasing or decreasing.

Some insight into the use of debt/asset ratios
can be obtained by looking at the growth rates
of the components of the ratio. l’able 2 gives a

‘For a history of the development of intermediaries in the
United States, see Blyn (1981).

tSee McKenzie and Klein (1992).
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at only a 1.1 percent annual rate from 1989 to
1991, after growing at a 10 percent rate during
the previous eight years.

Question 2: Are Aggregate Debt
Ratios MeaninW’uI?

Most of the concern about debt buildup in the
1980s stemmed from an examination of the
quantity of debt relative to either GDP or the
value of tangible assets. Economists have noted
that it is not the quantity of debt that matters
as much as the structure—who borrows what,
how much and on what terms from whom.
This is probably the reason that discussions of
private debt are seldom found in macroeconom-
ic texts—problems of private debt seem to be
microeconomic in nature. Yet Benjamin Fried-
man, a Harvard economist, has found that some
direct measures of financial distress—like delin-
quencies and business failures—seem to be cor-
related with movements in aggregate debt/asset
ratios,~

Allan Meltzer of Carnegie Mellon University is
most vocal in his skepticism about the useful-
ness of aggregate debt ratios,’ He stresses the
uses of debt, rather than the quantity. Move-
ments in a particular ratio do not tell whether
borrowing is a reflection of profligacy or a
response to an attractive investment opportuni-
ty. Furthermore, construction of such ratios is

arbitrary both in terms of which economic units
to include and which liabilities to define as
debt.’°

Question 3: When Does Debt Be-
come a Burden?

Much has been made of the burden of private
debt in the current recovery. Initially, there was
concern that the debt buildup in the mid-1980s
carried the risk of worsening the recession, if
and when it occurred. When this apparently did
not happen (the 1990-91 recession was relatively
mild), the argument shifted to the effect of the
debt load on the strength of the recovery. This
view was prominent in 1991 and 1992 monetary
policy reports to Congress, except that the term
restructuring of balance sheets was used to de-
scribe the phenomenon.

Defining when debt becomes a burden is
difficult to do. At the time the debt is incurred,
it reflects conditions and expectations at that
time. It can become a burden when those condi-
tions and expectations change. Irving Fisher
used the term overindebtedness, which he de-
fined as ‘whatever degree of indebtedness mul-
tiplies unduly the chances of becoming insolvent

- - the standards [of overindebtedness] are
somewhat rough. The line of balance is more or
less a twilight zone.”1

To examine the conditions or factors that de-
termine when debt seems to become a burden,

‘See Friedman (1986). This will be examined in detail later.

‘See Meltzer (1986).
“See McCallum (1989).
“See Fisher (1932), pp. 9-10.
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Figure 2
Private Nonfinancial Debt and Gross Domestic Product

Percent

Vertical lines are peaks and troughs in the four-quarter GDP rates of change.

we must identify those periods when house-
holds and businesses attempt to reduce their
debt growth. This does not tell us whether the
debt is a burden, but it does identify periods of
adjustment, or, to use the Federal Reserve’s
term, periods of balance sheet restructuring.

These restructuring periods are quite obvious
in figure 2, which shows the four-quarter per-
cent change in private debt and GDP. The peaks
and troughs are determined visually and specifi-
cally summarized in table 3. The pattern of GDP
peaks and troughs indicates that the growth
rate of output almost always peaks before debt
and that debt appears to be responding to GDP
rather than the other way around. Restructur-
ing does not seem to occur until after GDP
starts to falter. This also seems to be true for
troughs; GDP tends to rebound before private
debt. The period since 1985, however, is more
difficult to interpret. GDP slowed after 1984,
and the restructuring began simultaneously for

businesses but about a year later for house-
holds. The restructuring has been going on (at
different rates) since 1985 and conforms with
the drop in GDP growth. In summary, the debt
seems to become a burden after GDP weakens.

Question 4: Are Consumption and
Investment Affected by Debt
Growth?

Although it seems clear that accelerations and
decelerations of debt lag rather than lead eco-
nomic activity, the question of economic effect
can be approached more directly by examining
household debt and personal consumption ex-
penditures and business debt and capital expen-
ditures.

Household sector, Figure 3 shows personal
consumption compared with disposable personal
income and household debt compared with dis-

20

Data are four-quarter rates of change.
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isn’t clear for the rest of the 1960s and the
1970s.

Figure 4 shows the debt/income ratio along
with delinquency rates to see whether financial
difficulties for consumers are systematically
related to debt growth.” The delinquency rates
for both consumer installment credit and for

‘2TabIe 4 summarizes measures of the relationship of per-
sonal consumption and household debt movements, using
annual averages of the data in figure 3. The consump-
tion/income ratio and the debt/income ratio were negatively
related during the 1953-72 period, but this relationship was
reversed from 1973-91. Because debt is a stock variable, its
first difference might be viewed as more appropriate when
being compared with consumption, a flow variable. On this
basis, the correlation coefficient is positive for the whole

period, as well as for the two subperiods. If there is a rela-
tionship between the consumption/income ratio and the
debt/income ratio, it is that they tend to be positively cor-
related, quite the opposite of the implication of the debt-
burden hypothesis.

“For further discussion of these measures of payment
difficulties, see Canner and Luckett (1991).

posable personal income. The vertical lines cor-
respond to recession periods. Before the 1980s
it is apparent that the consumption/income ratio
was not systematically related to the debt/income
ratio. The consumption/income ratio showed
some cyclical regularities, but the debt ratio did
not, On a trend basis the two ratios seemed in-
versely related from the early 1950s to the
mid-1960s, but the nature of the relationship

During the 1980s, the two measures tended to
rise and fall together, running counter to the
notion that rapid debt growth inhibits consump-
tion. As pointed out previously, consumption
seems to drive debt rather than the other way
around. See table 4t2
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Figure 3
Personal Consumption Expenditures and Household Debt Relative to
Disposable Personal Income

Ratio Ratio

Data are centered four-quarter moving averages.
Vertical gray bars represent recessions.
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“Consumption functions have been a part of economic anal-
ysis for many years. Household debt is seldom mentioned
as a determining variable, however, except to the extent
that it might operate through the wealth effect as measured

mortgages are responsive to the business cycle
but seem to move quite independently of the
debt/income ratio.

In general, the accumulation of debt by
households, because it is done voluntarily, does
not lead to systematic movements of consump-
tion relative to income. Some relationship might
be revealed with alternative methods of analy-
sis, but with the graphical approach used here,
there is little support for the notion that high
debt ratios lead to reduced consumption relative
to income.”

Business sector. Figure 5 shows the ratio
of investment spending by businesses to gross
domestic product along with the debt/income

by household net worth. See Blinder and Deaton (1985) for
a survey of time series consumption functions.
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Figure 4
Delinquency Rates and Household Debt Relative to Disposable
Personal Income

Percent Percent or Ratio
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ratio of the private business sector. The conclu-
sions are somewhat the same as for households,
although the two ratios move much differently.
Part of the explanation might be that businesses
borrow for different reasons, choosing ‘their
financial structures to fit their plans for future
expansion.” Before the 1980s, the investment
ratio showed pronounced cyclical movements
about an upward trend. The debt ratio also
trended upward and perhaps with some cyclical
regularity, but not nearly as pronounced as for
investment. During the 1980s all signs of similar

movement seemed to vanish; the debt ratio ac-
celerated, and the investment ratio fluctuated
sharply before collapsing during the second half
of the decade.’” This experience would suggest
that debt became a burden that contributed to
a sharp decline in the investment ratio. See ta-
ble 517

Possible concern about rising debt for the
business sector involves the risk of bankruptcy.
One way to look at this risk is to examine evi-
dence on business failures.’~Figure 6 shows

‘“See Kopcke (1989).
‘“The Tax Reform Act of 1986 made interpreting the 1980s

complicated. This legislation had the affect of discouraging
investment, while at the same time providing some incen-
tive to increase debt financing. See Slemrod (1990).

“Table 5 summarizes the relationship between investment
and debt movements for the nonfinancial business sector.
The correlations in table 5 confirm the results obtained
from the graphical analysis. For the period as a whole, no

relationship between investment and debt is apparent. The
experience of the 1980s, however, suggests a negative
relationship. As with consumption functions, estimated in-
vestment functions generally disregard debt as a variable.
Only cash-flow models of investment would allow for debt
effects by including costs of servicing debt. For a survey of
investment functions, see Kopcke (1985).

‘“For a more complete analysis of business debt and the risk
of bankruptcy, see Faust (1990).
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Figure 5
Investment RelatiVe to GDP and Debt/Income Ratio for Nonfinancial
Business

Ratio
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business failures along with the debt/income ra-
tio for nonfinancial business. Before the 1980s,
no relationship was apparent. During the 1980s,
the two measures showed similat movement.
Consequently, even though a simple graphical

analysis does not reveal any systematic relation-
ship between debt growth and investment
spending during the entire period from 1952 to
the present, evidence from the 1980s supports
the notion that rapid debt growth makes busi-
nesses more vulnerable to failure.

CONCLUSIONS

Debt plays a key role in the functioning of a
free market economy. Households, business and
government all borrow and lend for a variety of
reasons. Financial markets bring those holding
surplus funds together with those seeking funds
and allow a reallocation of funds that leads to a
more efficient use of resources.

This article discussed the role of debt in the
economy, focusing on private-sector borrowing.
The participating sectors on both the supply
and demand sides of the loanable funds market
were identified, and trends in the extent of their
participation were summarized.

Ratio
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Data are centered four-quarter moving averages.
Vertical gray bars represent recessions.
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Figure 6
Business Failures and Debt/Income Ratio for Nonfinancial Business
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Several questions relating to trends in private
debt were examined. There is no doubt that
private-sector debt/asset ratios have risen sharply
in the 1980s. Although such ratios have their
limitations, they help us understand what eco-
nomic forces are at work. An examination of
these debt/asset ratios indicates that the primary
source of their increase in the 1980s was the
sharp deceleration in asset values. A sector-by-
sector analysis indicates that the private-sector
groups have been slowing their borrowing for
quite some time. This restructuring is well un-
der way and is not that unusual compared with
previous recessions. What is different about the
current restructuring is that it also seems of a
longer-term nature, representing an unwinding
of the distortions resulting from inflation during
the 1970s. It was that experience that contributed
to a rise in debt/asset ratios in the early 1980s
because asset values weakened when inflation
was tamed by restrictive monetary policy. Debt

continued to expand in the 1980s apparently be-
cause the perception of low real interest rates
carried over from the 1970s. In addition, it is
difficult to reduce debt instantaneously even
when it becomes apparent that asset values are
rising more slowly (or even falling).

An examination of the movements of private
debt relative to the business cycle shows that
economic activity leads the debt cycle almost all
of the time. The debt cycle is a part of the busi-
ness cycle mechanism but does not appear to be
a factor initiating cyclical movements.1” On the
othet- hand, an examination of consumption and
investment along with debt/income ratios did
not reveal any systematic association over the
last 40 years. The 1980s stand out as unusual
when viewed in a historical context. Perhaps a
relationship has developed between debt and
spending, but from an empirical standpoint the
evidence is limited.

‘9See Mullineux (1990) for a survey of such theories, and
also Minsky (1986).
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